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Abstract: Wireless sensor technology may be envisioned as the promising substitute of traditional collaborative
distributed schemes, especially for monitoring applications. However, the widespread adoption of such technol-
ogy is being slowed down because of growing security concerns, specially critical in stationary sensor topologies
which create new threats to the privacy of individuals and organizations. As a countermeasure against source ob-
servability and traceability, several source–location privacy solutions have been presented so far. The goal of this
paper is twofold. We present an experimental comparison of the energy consumption of existing strategies (i.e.
Flooding, Phantom and Fake Routing) as well as proposing a novel energy–aware approach aimed at disguising
the real source in the presence of a global eavesdropper. A major finding of this preliminary work is that source
anonymity is reached with minimum consumption.
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1 Introduction
Geographical monitoring applications are envisioned
to be mostly carried out on wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) in the near future. However, the widespread
adoption of such technology is being slowed down be-
cause of growing public concerns about its associated
security threats, which are specially critical in station-
ary sensor topologies. There has been an immense in-
terest in this regard since works presented in [1, 2] in-
corporate privacy concerns in the design of routing al-
gorithms, aimed at protecting the location of the mes-
sages’ senders in WSNs.

Furthermore, there are also negative implications
regarding the abilities of an adversary to observe the
content of the transmitted messages. This fact is cru-
cial especially when context is associated to a sensed
data and the message’s source and its location are
transmitted in clear. For example, in a supermarket
scenario, information about consumer habits is also
at stake; movements may be tracked and recorded.
Moreover, in other scenarios like the panda hunter
game, assets may be easily linked to a specific loca-
tion [3]. Put simply, the source is assumed to trans-
mit a sequence of packets, all describing one event.
The adversary will be able to gather the source of the
transmission based on the activity change. The local
adversary, who is standing next to the sink, will follow

the transmissions one relay at the time. The global ad-
versary, with unlimited resources, will hear and cap-
ture any packet sent in the network (either with a very
powerful antenna or having his own sensor network
deployed in the area).

To counter this challenge, the design of source–
location privacy should fulfill the following security
goals in order to prevent adversaries from predicting
source locations within a reasonable period of time:

• Anonymous interactions: Transmitted messages
do not reveal event–related information, i.e. the
source identifier or the asset location coordinates.

• Untraceable routes: Uncertainty of the source–
sink route is mandatory.

Most approaches deal with different types of pas-
sive attacks, e.g. a global eavesdropper, based on
generating fake network traffic in order to disguise
the real source. In this paper we explore the advan-
tages and disadvantages of several privacy–enhancing
solutions proposed so far, and also propose a novel
energy–aware scheme. Our goal is to compare the en-
ergy consumption of the existing source–location pri-
vacy strategies with our scheme. We found in prelim-
inary experiments that our initial design improves the
energy cost for this domain.



The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we describe the problematic issues in defin-
ing the network and adversary models which usually
represent the main building block for the design of
source–location privacy schemes. Section 3 explores
the existing privacy–enhancing solutions for WSNs
as well as its drawbacks. In Section 4 we introduce
our proposal, whereas the experimental comparison is
evaluated in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper and outlines research directions.

2 Preliminaries
The vast majority of the formalisms presented so far to
deal with privacy concerns in WSNs have been highly
context–dependent, imposed by a certain network sce-
nario and/or focused on a specific adversary model.
Hence, assumptions made in establishing the network
and attack model have influenced the design of secu-
rity protocols in WSNs. In this section, we briefly
outline these implications.

2.1 Network Models

In general, the network model assumes that sensor
nodes are static and organized into grids where sen-
sors at neighboring cells are directly connected. How-
ever, assumptions on the number of sinks (or base sta-
tions) and their locations generally lead to different
privacy solutions. Regarding mobility, sinks may be
static or mobile, whereas in terms of location they
may be situated in centrally or off–center (in other
regions of the sensing field). Any combination of
the above may determine different constrained sce-
narios and even result in such limited, specific solu-
tions. This fact is specially critical when determining
the adversary model. On the other hand, the procedure
for event report and/or data dissemination also deter-
mines the required security solution. Finally, the event
generation rate and the amount of data generated by
each event are also important factors when designing
privacy–aware protocols.

2.2 Adversary Models

Assuming a passive adversary scenario, attackers at-
tempt to be as “invisible” as possible until locating
the asset/s. Within this scenario, we have identified
two types of adversary which define the strategy to
discover the source location, as follows:

1. A simple adversary with limited resource focuses
his strategy on being located close to the sink
and tracing back the incoming communications

in a hop–by–hop fashion. This type of adversary
should be able to physically move from place to
place.

2. An unlimited–resource adversary, however, pos-
sesses more powerful devices and/or multiple co-
operative attackers dispersed over the WSN [4]
in order to collect all the messages transmitted in
the network.

This way, specific solutions to specific attack sce-
narios are generally invalid in other cases. In fact, it
is essential to determine whether the adversary can
access all the information about the whole network
topology.

3 Preserving Source–Location Pri-
vacy

In both wired and wireless domains there has been
intense research activity to provide the communicat-
ing parties with anonymity e.g. preventing traffic
analysis [5, 6]. However, the majority of the pre-
sented approaches are not appropriate for WSNs, due
to the resource–constrained environment and its in-
herent characteristic of routing (interested readers will
find a complete survey on routing protocols for WSNs
in [7]). In this section, we overview two promising
approaches to source–location privacy, i.e. flooding–
based and fake messaging; pointing out main advan-
tages and disadvantages.

3.1 Flooding–based approach

Flooding-based routing mechanisms where everyone
participates in data forwarding has been employed so
far in preserving privacy for message sources [8]. This
techniques are usually easy to implement since simpli-
fies the routing protocol. However, the communica-
tion cost of message flooding might be prohibitively
expensive in WSNs (see Fig. 1–(a)). Several works
deal with this cost using limited and/or probabilistic
flooding strategies but still remain inefficient when
providing source location privacy [9]. In fact, flood-
ing has been proved not to work with local adversary
because the “front” of flooding propagation moves as
fast as the shortest route, and the source location can
be inferred by the front’s gradient. For instance, ad-
versaries can use temporal dependency between trans-
missions to trace messages’ forwarding paths [10].
These attacks are easily launched by mobile adver-
saries, especially when assets are static and sources
send multiple packets over a period of time.

To counter these problems, some works study
the application of probabilistic flooding, but having a



poor message delivery ratio (less than 70%) [11]. On
the other hand, in scenarios where assets are mobile
and the eavesdropper attack is limited, accumulative
broadcast (i.e. a minimum–energy broadcasting [12])
provides sufficient uncertainty within a reasonable pe-
riod of time to prevent the attacker from reaching the
source.

Additionally, gossip and rumor-based routing
consist of a limited flooding–based strategy where re-
laying nodes forward received messages according to
a given retransmission probability. Generally, both
models work well in dense networks but present sev-
eral differences between each other. For instance,
gossip protocols perform reliable network broadcasts,
probabilistically. On the contrary, in rumor routing,
sources maintain a unique path between a given des-
tination [7]. The latter also presents some differences
with regard to direct diffusion baseline, which is not
a good choice for environmental monitoring, and of-
fers poor source location privacy [13]. Due to space
limitations, we could not include further details of
these mechanisms which are not indeed appropriate to
achieve source–location privacy in current WSN de-
ployments.

3.2 Phantom Routing

Since forwarding decisions through the random walk
are made locally and independently of the location
context, this technique seems promising for protecting
source location from limited eavesdroppers. Adver-
saries must then apply backtracking strategies, which
usually require attackers to increase theirs resources
(e.g. the radio range and/or the number of observa-
tion points) several times over. However, it has been
proved that without geographical directrices the ran-
dom walk loops around the source with high proba-
bility [14].

Several proposals address this challenge by intro-
ducing bias into the walking process [15]. However,
Phantom routing excels other flexible approaches.
This is a two-stage routing scheme that first consists
of a “directed” walk along a random direction and a
subsequent flooding path phase towards the sink (see
Fig. 1–(b)). The objective of the former is to direct the
message to a phantom source hwalk–hops away from
the real source [11]. Limitations of both stages in the
presence of a global eavesdropper show the inefficacy
of the approach.

To solve these limitations, recent works propose
similar two-stage hybrid approaches, most in the way
of establishing a flooding backbone. For example, in
the scheme presented in [16], the message source ran-
domly selects an intermediate node in the sensor do-
main, i.e. one of her adjacent neighboring nodes is

selected as a phantom source, who then transmits the
data packet to a ring–shaped backbone node. In this
case, authors assume that the adversaries are unable to
monitor the entire network. We further elaborate on
the use of backbone nodes in the following section.

3.3 Fake/Dummy messaging

The key idea of fake messaging is to protect sources’
location by introducing more sources which inject
fake packets into the network, as depicted in Fig. 1–
(c). In order to decrease the communication cost and
the number of network collisions caused by dummy
baseline strategies, recent approaches deploy a special
layout over the network to carry out special tasks such
as packet filtering and forwarding towards the sink.
This underlying network infrastructure, also called
backbone, consists of a set of selected sensor nodes
which are located strategically and play a special role
for the whole sensor community. For example, in
work [17], these selected nodes, called proxies, store
and relay (re–encrypted) real data packets from neigh-
boring sensors around them, whereas dummy data re-
mains filtered by discarding.

In this context, introducing appropriate delays
and buffering at proxies is essential, i.e. proxies must
emit messages (either bogus or real) following a cer-
tain outgoing traffic rate [18]. However, the construc-
tion of an efficient backbone (e.g. an induced graph
of a minimum connected dominating set), which is
a NP–hard problem, penalizes these approaches, and
should usually be approximated by heuristics. Our ap-
proach agrees that the only way to deceive a global
adversary requires a consistently data packet (dummy
or valid) transmission.

Figure 1–(c) depicts a brief description of the op-
eration for the above proposals.

4 Our Approach
In this section we introduce our novel two–phase rout-
ing approach to protect an observed object (e.g. an im-
portant person who is being followed, or endangered
species) from the global adversary. Hence, the scheme
maintains source–location privacy based on the fol-
lowing assumptions:

1. In an initialization phase, two special sensor
roles are established: the squad header and the
dummy source.

2. In a Wake-up phase, squad header will trigger
wake-up calls towards a dummy source.
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Figure 1: (a) Flooding-based approach, (b) Phantom Routing, and (c) fake messaging.

3. Direct transmission to sink. Messages from
dummy sources are propagated by identifying
the shortest path between the dummy source and
the sink.

4.1 Network Initialization

A static grid of N nodes is divided into d sensor
squads called dummy populations. Additionally, a
leader, tagged squad header, is periodically selected
within each dummy population. Each squad header is
responsible for appointing a dummy source. A dis-
tribution function governs the interval between two
consecutive calls. The creation of these neighboring
groups and leader selection can be deployed by recent
works proposed in the literature such as [19].

4.2 Wake-up Phase

Therefore, sensors remain asleep until the correspond-
ing squad header nh sends a wake-up call mw−up to
a dummy source nd among its dummy population,
which happens periodically and randomly within a
certain rate:

nh → nd : mw−up = encK(IDh, IDd,wakeup)

where encK(x) is the symmetric/asymmetric encryp-
tion of message x using K as key.

Though the use of a distribution function does im-
ply some determinism, the strength lies in the pseudo–
randomness of the dummy source selection. More-
over, implicit energy costs are saved since sensors are
not transmitting all the time.

In this context, the geographic disposition of
dummy sources around the header becomes a key fac-
tor, i.e. one event is generally captured by a subset of
nodes adjacent to the source of the event. This way
dummy nodes will capture the event and according to
their position, the message will be sent towards the
sink through a different path.

4.3 Direct Transmission to Sink

Upon receiving a wake-up call, dummy sources create
a valid/fake response message mres and send it to the
corresponding relaying node towards the sink by the
shortest path:

nd → S : mrelay = mres = EK(data)

Finally, the routing backbone is responsible for
an efficient data dissemination, mrelay. Contributions
in this area focus on filtering and the encapsulation
of data/fake packets, while proving robustness to lost
connections and nodes.

Remarks. Note that on average, each sensor
transmits (direct to the sink) at a certain instant. From
the eavesdropper’s viewpoint, nodes who were first to
transmit are dummy, and hence a source of confusion.
In sections below we conducted several experiments
to prove such a strategy can be designed as energy
efficient compared to other approaches described in
[3, 17].

5 Experimental Evaluation
We have conducted simulation experiments to eval-
uate the performance of our proposal using Castalia
WSN Simulator [20]. Tests conducted show that our
proposal presents less or equal energy consumption
when comparing it with traditional proposals, i.e. (i)
flooding, (ii) fake messaging, (iii) dummy wake-up,
(iv) persistent sending using a round robin scheduling,
and (v) phantom routing.

5.1 Simulation Scenario

In our simulation, a Panda-Hunter-Game scenario was
built. We considered a static sensor network consist-
ing of n = {i2 ∀i = 2...19} sensor nodes. The nodes
communicate with each other using a CC2420 radio.
Additionally the following protocols, already imple-
mented in Castalia, are used: TMAC for the medium
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Figure 2: Our Dummy Wake-Up scheme.

access control and Multipath for the network routing
(when flooding is not used). Sink is located in the
central area of the grid, whereas node distance is 5
meters. The asset moves through the deployment area
at 1m/s. Thus, each node senses at a sampling rate
of 5s. Therefore, we use an exponential distribution
with µ = 5 for fake messaging, slotted round robin,
and wake-up calls generation. We obtain the aver-
age power consumption per node after 10 runs of 600s
each.

5.2 Power Comparison

The experimental results, shown in Figure 3, allow us
to conclude the following:

• Small deployments present similar costs.

• Large networks (i.e. from 36 nodes upwards)
show significant differences in terms of power
costs, specially when comparing flooding and
fake Messaging in scenarios with very dynamic
assets.

• A simple fixed scheduling, like Round Robin, re-
sults in very low power consumption but lacking
of scalability as traffic rate increases.

• Phantom routing presents several improvements
as it has already been shown in the literature,
however, power consumption is expected to get
worse as the number of assets increases.

• Our dummy wake-up proposal presents similar
estimations to phantom routing.

5.3 Sensor Lifetime

We evaluate the expected lifetime of the deployed sce-
nario regarding the schemes compared above. Table 1
outlines the sensors’ lifespan for a number of network
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sizes, assuming each sensor has two AAA-batteries1.
For example, estimations for large networks with 100
nodes using our scheme reach a non-negligible result
of 2 weeks, while flooding will deplete sensor en-
ergy supplies in only 4 days. Hence, dummy wake-up
protocol enhances network lifetime up to 350% when
comparing with a flooding base approach.

No. Nodes Flooding Fake R. Robin Dummy Phantom
4 544,4 472,0 500,0 411,6 459,2
9 202,7 177,2 203,9 208,3 182,4
16 91,7 93,9 109,2 111,8 97,0
25 46,3 51,8 61,1 68,6 60,5
36 25,6 25,9 45,4 46,3 41,4
49 14,8 15,8 31,1 32,6 30,6
64 9,3 13,5 22,3 24,8 23,6
81 6,2 9,2 17,5 19,0 18,8
100 4,0 7,7 14,4 14,8 15,1
121 2,9 6,6 12,4 12,2 12,5
144 2,9 5,6 9,7 10,2 10,4
169 2,3 11,0 8,8 8,6 9,0
196 2,0 6,4 9,5 9,9 10,3
225 2,0 7,7 8,7 8,6 9,0
256 1,9 6,5 9,2 9,5 10,2
289 1,7 5,1 8,2 8,5 9,0
324 1,7 5,7 9,3 9,4 10,0
361 1,5 5,2 8,8 8,2 8,9

Table 1: Expected Lifetime (days).

6 Conclusion and Future Work
When achieving source–location privacy in WSN,
persistent fake messaging has been revealed as the
most promising technique to mislead the passive ad-
versary. However, it is still a challenge to efficiently
create fake sources as well as defining the appropri-
ate traffic generation rate –specially in relatively dense

1For our estimations, we assume two 900 mA · h batteries of
1.5V .



sensor networks. In this paper, we propose a novel
energy–aware scheme based on the group formation
of dummy sources. Conducted experiments compar-
ing our proposal with other approaches presented so
far conclude encouraging results in terms of power
consumption and sensor lifetime.

In future works, we will further elaborate on
the performance measurements particularly evaluat-
ing collisions to prove expected benefits of our pro-
posal. Finally, we will extend our energy comparisons
to include solutions such as gossip and rumor-based
flooding.
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